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They should be able to:
make definitions using defining relative clauses
use simple phrases to discuss possibilities.

They should know and be able to use these words
and abbreviations: GUI, window, icon, pointer, menu,
interface, dialog box, text box, checkbox, title bar, tab,
recycle bin, arrow pointer, drag and drop.

Tuning-in

Task 1

Before students begin this unit, draw or project an
image of a standard computer screen onto the
board. This could be your own computer screen or
that of one of your students. Explain what a GUI, or
graphical user interface, means. Elicit or teach the
following basic vocabulary for what they see in front
of them screen, window, and icons. Also establish
that the bar at the top of the screen is the title bar
and the buttons on it are tabs. Although they are
dealt with in greater detail further on in the unit, if
these five basic terms are clear in the students’
heads from the beginning, they will find the tasks
much easier. They can then go on to try and identify
the icons in Tasks 1 and 2. Remind students that
most icons have some resemblance to the things
they represent.

Task 2

Students may already have identified some or all of
these icons in Task 1. If so, try and give them clues
to help them classify any remaining unidentified
icons.

Key

a keyboard b date and time
c modem d recycle bin
e drawing program f mouse
g printer h volume
i fonts j folder
k network

An operating system is a group of programs that tell
a computer how to perform basic functions, e.g.
how to respond when a key on the keyboard is
pressed, how to display a character on the monitor
screen, or how to read and write to a disk. The
operating system is started automatically when a
computer is switched on. It is then used to start up
and control other programs. The operating system
determines how the user interacts with the
computer. Some operating systems require the user
to type commands, but an operating system with a
graphical user interface (GUI) makes it easier for the
user to control the computer. The most common
type of graphical user interface is a WIMP
(windows, icons, menus, pointer) system, such as
Microsoft Windows or the Apple Mac operating
system. It should be noted that the recycle bin icon
used in the Microsoft Windows system has the same
function as the trashcan icon used in the Apple Mac
system, i.e. to access the program that stores deleted
files, and allow them to be recovered.

When information has to be given to the user or
information has to be input by the user, a window
known as a dialog box is often used. Notice that the
American spelling of dialog is commonly used in
this context, although the British spelling dialogue is
also found. Other American spellings such as disk
and program are also normally used in computing.
Dialog boxes can contain a variety of elements to
gather information from the user including: text
boxes, drop-down list boxes, checkboxes, and command
buttons. A Find dialog box is used to gather
information from the user about the files they wish
to find. Note that you can search for a piece of text
in a file, or search for a file in a folder, but you
search for a file on a disk.

Objectives

By the end of this unit, students should be better at:
listening for specific detail
identifying definitions in a text.
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Task 8

With more able groups, or as a revision or follow-up
exercise, you could give the students a certain
amount of time to read the text, then ask them to
produce the definitions themselves from memory,
with their books closed. To make this easier, you
could provide key words for each item, and ask the
students to form sentences, e.g. menu – list, choices.

Key

1 Menus give the user a list of choices.
2 The interface is the connection between the user

and the computer.
3 A window is an area of the computer screen

where you can see the contents of a folder, a file,
or a program.

4 An active window is the one in use.
5 The pointer is the arrow you use to select icons or

to choose options from a menu.
6 Icons are small pictures on the screen. They

represent progams, folders, or files.

Language work
Before students look at the text, put the two
sentences about icons on the board.
An icon is a small picture on a computer screen.
An icon represents items such as floppy disks.

Ask students how you could express these two ideas
in one sentence, without repeating the word icon.
When you have elicited or taught the use of which –
i.e. An icon is a small picture on a computer screen
which represents items such as floppy disks – go
through the other examples together as a class. Get
the students to read them aloud and write them
down.

Task 9

This exercise gives students the opportunity to
practise the use of which, and also recycles
vocabulary from earlier units.

Key

1d 2f 3h 4g 5i 6e 7b 8j 9c 10a

Listening

Task 3

As always, the purpose of a preliminary pre-
listening task like this one is to create expectations
for the students to ‘check’ when they do the
listening task. With less able groups, revise title bar
and tab (which you taught them at the beginning 
of the unit) before beginning the exercise. This will
make it easier for them to identify the remaining
features.

Task 4

Teach or revise the prepositions and prepositional
expressions – at the top, near the top, at the bottom,
between – before you play the recording. Pause in
the appropriate places to give the students time to
write their answers. Play the recording a second
time to allow for corrections.

Key

1d 2b 3f 4a 5e 6c

Task 5

Give the students some time to attempt the next two
tasks from memory and from their own
understanding before playing the recording again
for them to check and complete their answers.

Key

1d 2a 3b 4c

Task 6

Key

1d 2c 3a 4b

Reading

Task 7

This is a pre-reading task, which is intended to help
make the following reading text more easily
accessible. Give students a short time to study the
diagram. Then ask for volunteers to show where
each of the items is on the diagram.
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Writing

Task 12

The text revises important characteristics and
features of a dialog box, and could either be done in
class or set for homework. It is the first time that the
students have been asked to write a piece of
sustained prose, so make sure that they are quite
clear about the facts. If necessary, go through the
questions orally before they start writing. They
should first write answers separately for each
question, then think about ways in which they
could be linked together to make a paragraph.

Key (other answers are possible)

The screen shows the Shut Down Windows dialog
box. You use this box to close down and exit the
Windows program. The dialog box contains three
command buttons: OK, Cancel, and Help. You close
down by clicking on the OK button. You return to the
Windows program by clicking on the Cancel button.
You get advice on using the dialog box by clicking on
the Help button.
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Task 10

Students may prefer to do this activity individually,
but encourage them to compare their answers in
pairs. Remind them that they can refer back to
earlier tasks in the unit, and even earlier units to
help them with vocabulary for their definitions.
When they have finished, get them to compare their
own definitions for these terms, with those provided
in the Glossary.

Problem-solving

Task 11

Teach the Aids to communication phrases in the box
at the top of page 41 before beginning this pair-
work exercise. This gives students some useful
phrases for offering their ideas in English, whilst
working in pairs. A good way to do this might be to
part draw the objects on the board, and ask
students to guess what they are. Add features
gradually so that they can refine their guesses. This
will create the need for language with which to
make guesses or tentative suggestions. Emphasize
that they should try to use this language when they
are working together!

Key

1f 2g 3e 4b 5a 6d 7c
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